# REGISTRATION APPLICATION / BIRTH INFORMATION WORKSHEET

## BREEDING INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAM/HERD (O. O. REG) NUMBER</th>
<th>SIRE/HERD (O. O. REG) NUMBER</th>
<th>BREED</th>
<th>ET RECOVERY DATE</th>
<th>REG CALF (Y/N)</th>
<th>CALF/HERD ID</th>
<th>TATTOO</th>
<th>SEX</th>
<th>CALVING DATE</th>
<th>BIRTH WEIGHT</th>
<th>DAM ENROLLMENT</th>
<th>CALVING EZ</th>
<th>H/P/S</th>
<th>TWINS</th>
<th>BIRTH GROUP</th>
<th>MATERNAL RECIP H/C</th>
<th>NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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## CALF INFORMATION

- [ ] REGET
- [ ] RECOVERY
- [ ] DATE
- [ ] CALF HERD ETAD GNIVLACOOTTAT BIRTH DAM CALVING DATE H/P/S TWINS BIRTH GROUP
- [ ] MATERNAL RECIP H/C
- [ ] NAME

Please check A.I. Certs., Signatures, Sire & Dam Enrollment in Herd Inventory and H/P/S column.

**DAM OWNER SIGNATURE** ________________
INSTRUCTIONS

SIRE OWNER SIGNATURE

Sire owner signature is required if the service is natural and the sire and dam are not in the same recorded ownership at the time of service. A.I. certificate of service is required if service is by AI and if the sire and dam are not in the same recorded ownership at the time of service.

DAM’S INFORMATION:

I hereby certify that my bull served this dam to produce this calf.

SIRE’S INFORMATION:

I hereby certify that my bull served this dam to produce this calf.

GENERAL:

Mail applications to:

American Hereford Association

11500 N. Ambassador Dr., Suite 410, Kansas City, MO 64153
Telephone: (816) 842-3757, FAX (816) 243-1314

REGISTRATION:

ET RECOVERY DATE: ET calves must have date embryo recovered from donor dam recorded.

CALF’S INFORMATION:

Calf’s name (maximum 30 characters)

Calf’s Sex. (B=Bull, C=Cow or Heifer, S=Steer)

Multiple (twin) birth code (1=single, 2=twin to bull, 3=twin to heifer, 4=other)

TATTOO - If a female from your inventory has been disposed of prior to calving, then you can use the name field to record her disposal code and disposal date. (see table for disposal codes)

SEX - Calf’s Sex. (B= Bull, C= Cow or Heifer, S= Steer)

CALVING DATE - Calf’s date of birth. (MM/DD/YY)

BIRTH WEIGHT - Calf’s actual birth weight, measured within 24 hours of birth.

CALF EZ - Calving Ease Score. 1 - No difficulty, no assistance

II - Major difficulty, calf puller used

III - Minor difficulty, some assistance

IV - Caesarian section

V - Aborted

VI - Dam died, calving difficulty

VII - Donor Dam, no calf reported

VIII - Recip Dam, ET calf not reported

H/P/S - H=Horned, P=Polled, S=Scurred

TWIN - Multiple (twin) birth code (1=single, 2=twins to bull, 3=twins to heifer, 4=other)

BIRTH GROUP - Calf’s birth management group (1=MGMT Group 1, 2=MGMT Group 2, 3=MGMT Group 3, etc. maximum 2 characters). Assign a different MGMT group number for each group of dams managed differently.

NAME - Calf’s name (maximum 30 characters)

ET Calves must have the last 2 characters of name be “ET”. If you do not allow for this, the calf’s name will be modified to accommodate. Alternate use of NAME if a female from your inventory has been disposed of prior to calving, then you can use the name field to record her disposal code and disposal date. (see table for disposal codes)

TRANSFER ON ENTRY

This section is provided so that a calf may be registered at the same time as being transferred to a new owner. This transfer on entry form corresponds with page ______ of the registration applications I am submitting.

If you wish to transfer more than ten calves from this application, please complete an additional transfer on entry form on the back of a blank “Registration Application / Birth Information Worksheet”. Write the page number in the space provided above which corresponds with this page of all the applications you are submitting at this time.

INSTRUCTIONS

MAIL APPLICATIONS TO: American Hereford Association

11500 N. Ambassador Dr., Suite 410, Kansas City, MO 64153
Telephone: (816) 842-3757, FAX (816) 243-1314

GENERAL:

A Complete the boxes as follows for each type of information.

B Ownership of Dam’s progeny are to be registered in the name of the owner on record of the registered dam at the time of the calf’s birth. (Unless flush report for embryo calf is on record at the AHA office and the embryo certificate is provided with this registration application).

C Enclose registration fees for each animal to be registered. Enclose registration and transfer fees for each animal to be registered and transferred simultaneously. Current fee schedules are available from the AHA office upon request. Certificates will not be processed without complete payment of the proper fees.

D Applications must be printed or typed.

E Sire owner signature (provided at left on this side of application) must be completed properly in order to process. Complete information on each appropriate field with all information for this application.

F Transfer on entry (provided above on this side of application) must be completed properly in order to process. For all calves that you wish to transfer, make complete information on each calf including that calf’s herd ID number which corresponds with the calf’s information on the other side of this application.

G If you wish to transfer more than ten calves on entry from this application, please complete an additional transfer on entry form and write the page number in the space provided at the top of the transfer on entry form which corresponds with this application.

DAM’S INFORMATION:

COW HERD I.D. or REGISTRATION NUMBER - Provide dam’s herd ID OR dam’s registration number on file at the AHA office.

udder score - (Measurement taken at time of calf birth) Two part score with first digit for udder suspension (range from 1=Very Pendulous to 6=Very Udderfull) and second for teat size (range from 1=Very Small to 4=Very Large).

SIRE’S INFORMATION:

SIRE HERD I.D. or REGISTRATION NUMBER - Provide sire’s herd ID OR sire’s registration number on file at the AHA office.

TYPE SERV. - Mating type. (A= Artificial Insemination, N= Natural Service, E= Embryo Transfer)